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302018001636 
Cpl Cruz 
2/10/18 
 
Incident: Suspicious Person/Supplement 
 
Location: 761 Chamberlain Blvd Wauchula FL, 33873 
 
On 2/10/18 I responded to a suspicious person complaint along with D/S LaFlam and D/S 
Layport.  Central Dispatch advised that there was a male that was running in the area of 
Chamberlain Blvd and MLK.  Shortly after, Central Dispatch gave the description of a w/m 
wearing black and gray shorts and no shirt. 
 
We were in the area of South Rd and MLK when the call came out over the radio and were on 
scene within seconds and we did not observe any one matching the description in the area.  I then 
turn my patrol vehicle around and began traveling back towards MLK to attempt to locate the 
subject.  D/S LaFlam continued traveling on Chamberlain Blvd also to attempt to locate the 
subject.   
 
Moments later D/S LaFlam advised over the main channel that he had located the subject.  I then 
along with D/S Layport who is my most recent trainee went back towards D/S LaFlam.  As I was 
arriving in the area of 700 block of Chamberlain, observed a w/m later identified as Noah Yodar 
wearing gray and black shorts and no shirt, standing a few feet from D/S LaFlam in an 
aggressive manner and took a swing a D/S LaFlam. 
 
I did not observe whether Yodar struck D/S LaFlam or not from the angle that I was approaching 
while still driving.  I then observed D/S LaFlam take evasive action and quickly step backwards 
and retrieve his agency issue taser and deployed it on Yodar.  I ran towards them and observed 
that the taser had made contact on Yodar’s right upper body causing him to fall to the ground 
(grass area).  I then rolled him on his stomach. 
 
Once on the ground Yodar continued resisting and was yelling that he was going to kill us.  He 
placed both hands under his body as he was lying on his stomach.   I straddled Yodar and he 
began kicking my legs to get me off of him.  I then began delivering Hammer fist strikes to his 
left rib cage and was able to get his left arm from under him and then using my left knee kept the 
arm locked in behind his back (chicken wing) as I was trying to grab the right arm as D/S 
LaFlam activated his taser once again to gain compliance.  
 
 I also received the cycle as I was wrapped around the leads.  I grabbed both arms as D/S LaFlam 
assisted me and D/S Layport was holding his legs to keep him from kicking anymore.  I then sat 
Yodar down in the recovery position as he was yelling that he was going to kill us.  Yodar stood 
up in an aggressive manner and I took him back to the ground by wrapping my right arm around 
his neck and throwing my body forward and causing him to loose balance and once on the 
ground tried to get him to calm down. 
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I then instructed D/S Layport to make contact with a female later identified as Taykiya Massy 
since she was standing in her yard and may have possibly seen the incident take place.  (SEE D/S 
Layport’s report). I remained on scene and instructed D/S Soria to make contact with a female 
later identified as Mary Melton.  (SEE D/S Soria’s report) 
 
I remained on scene as D/S LaFlam interviewed some witnesses and victims.  D/S LaFlam had 
requested HCFR to come to the scene since his taser was deployed.  HCFR arrived on scene and 
assessed Yodar for injuries. I removed the probes of the taser from Yodar as HCFR was on scene 
in case their assistance was needed in case he began bleeding.  I then gave the cartridge and 
probes to D/S LaFlam to have them entered into evidence.   I took Yodar over to D/S LaFlam’s 
vehicle. 
 
I downloaded my digital recorder and entered into evidence.  There is no in car video regarding 
this incident.  I also completed a use of force report. 
 
No further report at this time. 


